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Searching for a specific, known item by using Korean Romanization (1)

- For example, if you wanted to find the book ‘삼국지’ of 이문열.
- Romanize the title and/or author name of the item, based on the exact pronunciation.
  - By Title: 삼국지 ➔ Samgukchi
  - By Author: 이문열 ➔ Yi Mun-yŏl / Mun-yŏl Yi * (= Yi Mun-yol / Mun-yol Yi )*
    - Add a hyphen between the two characters of given name.
- Open the UNC Library website.
Searching for a specific, known item by using Korean Romanization (2)

- Type your preferred keyword, either title or author, into the Search tab, then click.
- For example, type “yi mun-yol” as author name for finding the book ‘Samgukchi / 三國志’
Searching for a specific, known item by using Korean Romanization (3)

- Following screen shows the results with two columns of Articles+ and Books & More.
- Click the item that is closest to the relevancy/type of the item you are looking for.
Searching for a specific, known item by using Korean Romanization (4)

- Following screen shows comprehensive information of Korean materials that you are looking for.
- To locate the item, look at the right box, which tells the available menus for tracing the item.
Searching for a specific, known item by using Korean Romanization (5)

- With a call number note of the item you are looking for, and come to the stacks of the Davis Library.
- After picking up the book you want, and check out from the Circulation desk, then ENJOY.

This guide has referred to the Hanna Kim’s ‘Tutorial on Using Korean Romanization to Search’